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Personalisation in Digital Government: Opportunities,
Challenges and Ethics

This roundtable discussion brings together Digital Nations Senior Officials to explore the
challenges, opportunities and ethics around governments taking a more personalised
approach to service delivery.

Making government services that are centred around users has been a driving force of
digital transformation reforms around the world. However, what this means is constantly
evolving. The UK’s Government Digital Service recently launched its 2021-2024 strategy,
which sets out our new mission “to build a simple, joined-up and personalised experience of
government for everyone”.

What is personalisation?

In the UK, our work on personalisation broadly fits into 4 categories.
1. Product driven: smart answers. Tools that provide personalisation based on what a

person tells us about themselves, for example if they are a business owner, and
showing users only the information that’s relevant to them. This is not stored against
a user and applies to a specific visit only.

2. Content driven: publisher metadata. In future this will help us to show content that’s
relevant to users proactively, rather than waiting for them to answer questions.

3. Attribute driven: accounts. We’re developing the GOV.UK account which will enable
users to ‘login’, and this will increase the amount of personalisation we’re able to do
based on the attributes linked to the account (such as demographics or location). For
example, personalising homepage content for them.

4. Behaviour driven: interventions. We’re testing personalisation where we take what
we know about someone from digital analytics tracking/data and make suggestions
for them based on other similar journeys.

The challenges of implementation

User trust is important and measures are needed around personalisation to build this. This
could include: transparency on cookies, transparency on what data the government is using
and why, and giving users choice - we will always give users another way of accessing
information. Data quality and join up are also necessary to be able to build a holistic picture
of user behaviour and user attributes, as are data security and governance mechanisms to
prevent misuse.

There are also ethical questions around personalisation given its potential to reshape the
relationship between the citizen and the state. Personalisation creates the opportunity for the
government to play a more active role in citizens' lives. However, having a fuller picture of
user information could be used to intervene in a more punitive way. For example preventing
user access to a certain service or benefit based on something known about them.
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Questions for discussion:

The interactive roundtable discussion will explore:
● What do we mean by personalisation? And what does it mean for users?
● What are the challenges and risks of implementing personalisation in government?
● What are the ways in which personalisation is changing the relationship between the

citizen and the state?

After opening remarks from Tom Read, CEO Government Digital Service (UK) and Dave
Rogers, Digital and Technology Specialist and former Chief Technology Officer, Ministry of
Justice (UK), Digital Nations Senior Officials will be asked to provide their reflections and
perspectives in line with the guiding questions outlined above.

Participants:
● Catherine Luelo, Chief Information Officer of Canada
● Denis Skinner, Executive Director, Digital Change Sector, Office of the Chief

Information Officer, Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat
● Pernille Sørensen, Team Lead, International Team, Agency for Digitisation, Denmark
● Sarah Knudsen, DN Lead, Special Advisor, International Team, Agency for

Digitisation, Denmark
● Allan Lepik, COO of the Government CIO Office, Estonia
● Indrek Õnnik, DN Lead, Global Affairs Director at the Government CIO Office,

Estonia
● Liron Libeskind-Mulyan, Deputy CEO Digital Israel
● Shahar Noyman, Head of Online Services, ICT Authority, Israel
● David Pantoja, General Director of CFE Telecommunications and Internet for

Everyone, Mexico
● Paul James, Government Chief Digital Officer, New Zealand
● Sara Carrasqueiro, DN Senior Official, GCIO, Member of the Board at the

Administrative Modernisation Agency, Portugal
● Cláudia Gonçalves Barroso, DN Lead, Head of International Relations,

Administrative Modernisation Agency, Portugal
● Bo Ram Suh, Director General, MOIS, Republic of Korea
● Sungjoo Son, Director, MOIS, Republic of Korea
● Hebert Paguas, Executive Director AGESIC, Uruguay
● Laura Rodriguez, CTO AGESIC, Uruguay
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Participatory Policymaking: Sharing Insights and
Challenges in Engaging and Understanding Public

Attitudes to Government Use of Data and Tech

As we move further into the digital and data-driven age, maintaining and building public
confidence in how digital tools and technologies are deployed in our societies is an essential
component of effective policy-making. Engaging with the public and getting a sense of their
understanding, awareness, hopes, concerns and trust in data and AI use-cases in
government can help decision-makers understand the elements of governance most
important to building a trustworthy environment. Insights into the public’s attitudes can also
help to inform more trustworthy uses of data by governments, develop policy which
effectively addresses public concerns, and unlocks the value of data.

This session will provide participants with the opportunity to share their approaches to
participatory policymaking and experiences in seeking to understand and shape public
attitudes towards government use of data, and data-driven digital technologies. By sharing
key findings, ideas, challenges, and best practice between member states, we can learn
from others.

The session will kick off with presentations from experts from the OECD, the Open
Government Partnership, the Ada Lovelace Institute and the Centre for Data Ethics and
Innovation, delivering short lightning talks on the foundations and value added of
participatory policy-making. In the second part of the session, three Digital Nations countries
will present their own work on public engagement.

At the end of the presentations, all Digital Nations participants will be invited to provide their
reflections and share their experiences in line with the guiding questions below.

Questions for consideration:
● Why is it important for countries to engage with the public on topics related to

government use of data and data-driven technologies?
● What are some examples of influential public engagement projects exploring

attitudes towards government use of data and data-driven technologies?
○ What have been the key insights / emerging themes?
○ What have been lessons learnt from this type of research?
○ Are there any particularly innovative methodological approaches that have

been used?
○ N.B. this research could be conducted by government, academics, think tanks

or civil society
● What are some challenges or limitations in relation to effective public attitudes

research in this topic (either in the research, methodology or making an impact)
● What are your plans for future work in this area? Are there any possible areas for

collaboration between countries?
● How can we increase and facilitate public participation in policy-making?
● How can we ensure that insights from public engagement projects are implemented

in policy?
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Moderators:
● Natalia Domagala, Central Digital and Data Office
● Hannah Spiro, Centre for Data Ethics and Innovation

Presenters:
● Ieva Cesnulaityte, Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
● Tonu Basu, Open Government Partnership
● Aidan Peppin, Senior Researcher, Ada Lovelace Institute
● Hannah Spiro, Head of Public Attitudes, Centre for Data Ethics and Innovation
● Dr. TaeWoo Nam, Present Chair, Department of Public Administration,

Sungkyunkwan University, Republic of Korea
● Michael Taylor, Director of Strategic Policy and Planning, Office of the Chief

Information Officer, Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat, Canada
● Hebert Paguas, Executive Director e-gov agency- AGESIC, Uruguay
● Laura Rodriguez, CTO AGESIC, Uruguay

Please note: This session will be an introductory / exploratory first step to understanding
work to date and identifying mutual areas of interest and strategic focus. We hope this may
pave the way for a longer term and ongoing collaborative relationship between interested
member countries.

Participants:
● Karen Marie Højgaard Østerby, or, Rasmus Lundgaard,  Policy Officer, Office for

Analysis and Policy, Agency for Digitisation, Denmark
● Asbjørn Flyger Lauwersen, Policy Officer, Center for Technology and Data, Agency

for Digitisation, Denmark
● Sigrit Siht, Data Policy Advisor, Government CIO Office, Estonia
● Ms. Adi Cohen, Head of Data and Analytics, Digital Israel
● Ms. Moriya Zisovitch, Government Data Architect, ICT Authority, Israel
● Colin Holden, General Manager System, Strategy and Initiatives, Department of

Internal Affairs, New Zealand
● Kate MacDonald, Special Advisor Digital, Ministry of Business, Innovation and

Employment, New Zealand
● Filipe Ganança, Data Analytics Manager, Public Administration’s Digital

Competencies Centre (ticAPP), Administrative Modernisation Agency, Portugal
● Virginia Pardo, Information Society Director, Uruguay
● Karime Ruibal, Digital Services Director, Uruguay
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Designing ‘Life Event’ Services: Challenges,
Opportunities, Methods

Designing ‘life events’ or ‘end-to-end’ digital services has the potential to transform users’
experience with government. This design approach offers significant opportunities to better
meet people’s needs by enabling user journeys to be seamless, including journeys and
interactions that might sit across a number of different organisations.

Format
As part of this session, DN members will be invited to present a life event service they have
worked on. Following each lightning talk, we will have a 5 minutes of open discussion,
reflecting on key lessons learned that may be applicable to other DN countries.

Through this session, we aim to share and learn from each others’ experiences, to drive
forward transformative user-centred service design in DN member countries. Discussions
will be documented and shared with all attendees. Key topics for consideration include the
following:

● Definitions of life-events used in DN member countries
● Methods and components for applying this approach at scale
● Skills needed within the workforce to ensure success
● Methods to support this approach, including guidelines or regulations
● Challenges and successes, including key lessons learned

Session Moderators:
● Laurence Berry, UK Government Digital Service
● Paloma Jain, UK Government Digital Service
● Liz Lutgendorff, UK Government Digital Service

Participants:
● Tina Windeløw Myrhøj Draminsky, Coordinator of User journeys, Agency for

Digitisation, Denmark
● Jaanus Valdmaa, Interoperable Digital Services Project Manager, Government CIO

Office, Estonia
● Siim Sikkut, Government CIO, Estonia
● Mr. Liron Libeskind-Mulyan, Deputy CEO Digital Israel
● Mr. Shahar Noyman, Head of Online Services, ICT Authority, Israel
● Andy Warden, Principal Advisor International, Department of Internal Affairs, New

Zealand
● Becky Cassam, Manager of Live Events and Integrated Services at the Department

of Internal Affairs, New Zealand
● Cláudia Gonçalves Barroso, DN Lead, Head of International Relations,

Administrative Modernisation Agency, Portugal
● Dr. Byoung Joon Kim, Vice President for International Affairs and Dean of the

Graduate School of Public Administration, Kookmin University, Republic of Korea
● Karime Ruibal, Digital Services Director, Uruguay
● Virginia Pardo, Information Society Director, Uruguay
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Moving Towards Circular ICT Procurement

Digital transformation has the potential to support governments and other stakeholders in
reducing their carbon and environmental impact. However, the ICT sector is itself a source of
carbon emissions worldwide: responsible for 2 to 4% of global CO2 emissions, and this
percentage is believed to be growing. The sector is additionally dependent on a range of
rare minerals whose mining, production and waste phases, can have a negative impact on
the environment.

A move towards more effective and increased reuse and recycling of materials and products
in the ICT sector, has the potential to significantly lower the environmental impact of the ICT
sector. Public procurement practices can be an important lever to support efforts to drive
forward more circular ICT systems in the wider economy, whilst also reducing the
environmental impact of governments’ own digital operations.

This workshop aims to:
● Introduce Digital Nations member countries to the foundational principles of circular

ICT
● Consider the challenges and opportunities in moving towards more sustainable,

circular procurement practices
● Consider case studies and lessons learnt on promoting circular ICT within

government, including strategies for engagement with the private sector.
● Highlight international initiatives underway in this area

Following introductory remarks and short presentations from invited guests, this session will
enable interactive discussion on the themes raised. Digital Nations member countries are
also invited to share their own experiences, plans, concerns or challenges in this area.

Moderator:
● Mattie Yeta, Head of Sustainable IT, Department of Environment, Food, and Rural

Affairs

Invited Speakers:
● Andy Gomarsall, Executive Chairman, N2S
● [TBC - representative of the Government of Belgium]

Participants:
● David Alloggia, Green Procurement Policy Analyst, Shared Services Canada
● Michael Herzog, Green, Indigenous, and Accessibility Policy Team Lead, Shared

Services Canada
● Frederik Seidelin, Executive Officer, International Team, Agency for Digitisation,

Denmark
● Kia Skou Jensen, Special Advisor, Center for Procurement and Tenders, Agency for

Public Finance and Management, Denmark
● Kaidi-Kerli Kärner, Digital Society Strategy Director, Government CIO Office, Estonia
● Dov Horowitz, Procurement Head, E-Gov Unit, Israel
● Jazmín Aquino, General Director at the National Digital Strategy Coordination, Mexico
● Jane Kennedy, General Manager All of Government Service Delivery, Department of
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Internal Affairs, New Zealand
● Gil Vieira, Director, Information Technologies & Systems, Administrative

Modernisation Agency, Portugal
● Leticia Buela - Finance and Administration Director, Uruguay
● Carina Pizzinat - Government Procurement Agency Director, Uruguay
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How Can Governments Continue To Make Digital
Information Systems And Services More Accessible?

Disabled people continue to experience barriers in making full use of digital tools and
technologies, whether because of poorly designed websites, a lack of digital skills and
training, or difficulties in accessing and using assistive technologies. Good design and the
right tools can break down these barriers, and ensure that disabled people are able to
benefit from the potential of digital technologies in an increasingly digital world.

Digital Nations member countries have extensive experience in designing for accessibility to
ensure disabled people are able to access and use government services. However, the
private sector is lagging behind. This session aims to explore the potential opportunities,
benefits and challenges of working with the private sector to improve accessibility of digital
services, and strategies for the future.

The session will consider the potential benefits to digital governments of this work, including:

● Procurement - promoting innovation and investment in accessible products and
services, that can be used by digital government, as well as the potential for public
private partnerships

● Skills and recruitment - building a greater talent pool of accessibility expertise
● Standards - promoting consistent industry wide accessibility standards
● Increasing interoperability and usability of private sector products and services in

digital government
● Cost and efficiency savings - improved experience for the user and less need for

alternative formats

Format

This will be an interactive discussion facilitated by the UK government’s Central Digital and
Data Office (CDDO) Accessibility Capability Team.

We will open the session with a brief introduction to work planned in the UK, before inviting
open and informal discussion on:

● What benefits might this work bring to digital governments?
● Experiences Digital Nations member countries have had in relation to digital

accessibility when working with the private sector - what’s worked, what hasn’t?
● What role should governments play in increasing digital accessibility across the

industry? For example guidance, training, strategies and policies around accessibility,
legislation, and building communities of champions

● What work, if any, has your government undertaken in this area?

Discussion Questions

1. We are making the assumption that digital accessibility in the private sector needs to
improve. What sorts of problems do we see, compared to the state of public sector
accessibility?
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2. How much awareness is there in the private sector of a) digital accessibility laws and
regulations and b) the need for making products and services accessible beyond
legal requirements?

3. We have highlighted some potential benefits to the public sector from making the
private sector more accessible. Are there any others?

4. What work has your government (or related organisations) done to improve things?
What results have you seen from any work done?

5. Are there particular areas within the private sector that are better or worse than
others? Any factors which might influence this like size of organisation, location,
global or local?

6. What ideas do you have that could help, around awareness, guidance, training, and
support?

7. Is your government considering new legislation or extending existing legislation?
8. Does your government have an interest to continue these conversations after the

summit?

Participants:
● Ambereen Jamal-Rahim, Acting Director, Service Management, Digital Policy and

Service Sector, Office of the Chief Information Officer, Treasury Board of Canada
Secretariat

● Arvind Srivastava, Expert Advisor, Digital Policy, Office of the Chief Information
Officer, Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat

● Susanne Duus, Head of Office for Digital Inclusion, Agency for Digitisation, Denmark
● Søren Bjerring, Chief Advisor, Office for Digital Inclusion, Agency for Digitisation,

Denmark
● Indrek Õnnik, DN Lead, Global Affairs Director at the Government CIO Office,

Estonia
● Ms. Selly Bynsessayn, Head of Digital Literacy, Digital Israel
● Mr. Shahar Noyman, Head of Online Services, ICT Authority, Israel
● Colin Holden, General Manager System, Strategy and Initiatives, New Zealand
● Russell Cooke, Government Chief Privacy Officer and General Manager Agency,

Partnerships and Collaboration, New Zealand
● Jorge Fernandes, Digital Accessibility Head of Unit, Administrative Modernisation

Agency, Portugal
● Cláudia Cardoso, Digital Accessibility Unit, Administrative Modernisation Agency,

Portugal
● Dr. Moon Jeong Choi, Associate Professor, Graduate School of Science and

Technology Policy, KAIST, Republic of Korea
● Virginia Pardo, Information Society Director, Uruguay
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Transparency and Ethics in Government Use of Data
and AI

In this session, we will explore a range of tools, strategies, and corporate structures that
enable more effective and responsible data and AI use in the public sector.

The session will start with a series of short presentations from the Digital Nations countries
and guest experts on successful transparency and ethics initiatives they implemented
domestically. We will then invite all Digital Nations participants to discuss what tools for
advancing transparency and ethics exist across the Digital Nations countries, and how the
Leads and officials can work together to advance these policy areas.

The following questions will be discussed during the session:
● What (if any) tools and strategies exist in your country to support the ethical use of

data and AI in the public sector?
● Are there designated roles and responsibilities for data ethics and transparency in

your country?
● What are the practical steps/actions your organisation takes to ensure greater

transparency of government data, processesses, and decisions?
● What are the challenges your country faces when implementing data and AI ethics

and transparency policies?

Moderator: Natalia Domagala

Speakers:
● Arturo Rivera Perez, OECD, & Omar Bitar, Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat -

presentation on the Good Practice Principles for Data Ethics in the Public Sector
● António Soares, AMA, Portugal - presentation on GuIA – guide for a responsible AI
● Benoit Deshaies, Acting Director, Data and Artificial Intelligence, Treasury Board of

Canada Secretariat - presentation on the Canadian Algorithmic Impact Assessment
and the Directive on Automated Decision-Making

● Maximiliano Maneiro, AGESIC, Uruguay - presentation on Uruguay’s AI strategy
● Natalia Domagala and Sam Roberts, CDDO, United Kingdom - presentation on the

algorithmic transparency standard and open government work

Participants:
● Asbjørn Flyger Lauwersen, Policy Officer, Center for technology and data, Agency for

Digitisation, Denmark
● Christian Nicolai Larsen, Policy Officer Center for technology and data, Agency for

Digitisation, Denmark
● Ott Velsberg, Government Chief Data Officer, Estonia
● Ms. Adi Cohen, Head of Data and Analytics, Digital Israel
● Ms. Rachel Ran, ICT Authority, Israel
● Tennille Maxey, Principal Policy Advisor, Data System Leadership, Statistics New

Zealand
● Kate MacDonald, Special Advisor Digital, Ministry of Business, Innovation and

Employment, New Zealand
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● Filipe Ganança, Data Analytics Manager, Public Administration’s Digital
Competencies Centre (ticAPP), Administrative Modernisation Agency, Portugal

● Dr. Kyoung Jin Choi, Director of Center for AI·Data and Policy at Gachon University,
Republic of Korea

● Laura Rodriguez, CTO, Uruguay
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Digital Identity That Works For Everyone And Can Be
Used Internationally

Both the scale and importance of digital interactions and services are accelerating. As
government and private sector services become increasingly digital, it is now more critical
than ever to be able to rely on the customer or partner at the other end of the transaction
being genuine. And it is not just digital interactions that rely on this kind of assurance.
In-person interactions, such as someone having to prove their health status before travelling
abroad or their age when buying alcohol or other restricted goods, require that the
credentials they present can be trusted. It's vital that everyone who wants to access digital
interactions and services can do so securely and easily.

Often people are still required to prove their identity in ways that are confusing and time
consuming. Whether they are opening a bank account, starting a new job or applying for a
government service, they can require a combination of paper documents, and there can be a
mixture of offline and online checks that need repeating for each new transaction.

This is where digital identity comes in; regardless of whether interactions are physical or
digital, it offers a means for all parties in an interaction to prove that they are who they say
they are. Digital identity solutions that work for everyone and can be reused across borders
are key enabling the rapid and responsive access to digital services that citizens have
become used to.

As such, there is value for DN members in sharing their experiences and exploring the
interoperability of respective regimes, to jointly address common challenges.

Format:
We will open the session with a brief introduction to work in the UK on digital identity, both in
the public and private sector, before inviting open and informal discussion on what Digital
Nations Members are doing to enable inclusive digital identity that can be used across
borders. We will reflect on and share best practice, lessons learned and challenges in the
development, roll out and implementation of our respective digital identity systems.

Key topics and questions for consideration:

● Reducing exclusion of citizens, including those with unequal access and
capacity to use digital services

○ Which groups of people face the greatest challenges in accessing a digital
identity in your country? Why are they excluded? What are you doing to make
digital identity more inclusive?

○ How are you utilising data to improve inclusion?
○ Which alternative channels (e.g. in person processes and offline) are most

effective at tackling exclusion to digital identity in your country? What
challenges have you faced in incorporating them into your user journey?
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● Designing digital identity systems for adoption in the context of different
service needs

○ How have you driven coherence and interoperability of digital identity given
the plethora of technology solutions and options that are now available? What
are you doing to support convergence?

○ How have you balanced the needs of the biggest services (or ‘simplest’ user
cohorts) with the long tail of smaller ones (and more challenging users)?

○ How have you incentivised and driven take up of your digital identity solution
by services?

○ What  can government services learn from the private sector, and vice versa?

● Building trusted solutions that give users control over their personal data
○ How have you fostered trust in digital identity among your citizens? Have you

had to ease any public concerns?
○ What approach are you taking to protect people’s privacy and security? How

do people control their personal data?
○ What engagement have you had with privacy groups and other stakeholders

in the creation and roll out of your digital identity solution?
○ How have you managed private sector access to government-held data, as

well as data sharing within government?

● Strategic alignment of internationally recognised standards to facilitate
interoperability

○ Which countries have you taken learning from in developing your digital
identity solution?

○ Where have you already achieved mutual recognition/alignment of standards,
and what were the associated barriers/challenges in achieving this?

○ What are the priority examples/use cases you focus on when exploring
interoperability across borders?

After opening remarks from Erika Lewis, Director, UK Department for Digital, Culture, Media
and Sport, and Ash Smith, Deputy Director, UK Government Digital Service, participants will
be asked to provide their reflections and examples of work in line with the guiding topics and
questions above.

Participants:
● Michael Goit, Director, Digital Identity, Office of the Chief Information Officer, Treasury

Board of Canada Secretariat
● Tim Bouma, Senior Advisor, Digital Identity, Office of the Chief Information Officer,

Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat
● Lars Melsted, Chief Architect, Center for Technology and Data, Agency for

Digitisation, Denmark
● Helen Raamat, Product Owner at Electronic Identity Department, Information System

Authority, Estonia
● Sten Tikerpe, Chief Legal Officer at Government CIO Office, Estonia
● Mr. Ofer Ishai,  Strategy Analyst, Innovation Division, E-Gov Unit, Government ICT

Authority, Israel
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● Mr. Oded Singer, Digital Services Manager, E-gov Unit, Israel
● David Pantoja, General Director of CFE Telecommunications and Internet for

Everyone, Mexico
● Alan Bell, Executive Director Digital Identity Programme, New Zealand
● André Vasconcelos, Digital Nations WG ‘DIgital Identity’ participant, Advisor to the

Board at the Administrative Modernisation Agency, Portugal
● Paulo Vale, Digital Nations WG ‘DIgital Identity’ participant, Digital Policies &

Programs Unit at the Administrative Modernisation Agency, Portugal
● Dr. Heung Youl Youm, Professor, Department of information security engineering,

Soonchunhyang University, Commissioner for the Personal Information Protection
Commission, Republic of Korea

● Juan Pablo Garcia, e-ID Manager for AGESIC, Uruguay
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Understanding The Role of Good Data, and Leveraging
it Effectively to Tackle Sustainability Challenges in

Digital Government

Digital transformation of government has enabled the rapid reduction in our carbon footprint,
and other positive environmental impacts, whether through reducing travel and paper use, to
more energy efficient goods and services. At the same time, with substantial increases in
demand for cloud storage, data transfers, and other energy intensive practices, the potential
for digitalisation of government to increase carbon and GHG emissions is clear.

Collecting good data is essential to empower policy-making and procurement decisions: it is
by measuring and understanding the relative impact of our digital operations - including
those we outsource to suppliers - which we can work to manage and mitigate the risks.

This interactive discussion provides an opportunity to bring together Digital Nations and
other stakeholders to consider:

● Challenges and opportunities in ensuring governments have access to good data
relating to sustainability

● Strategies and best practices in working with the private sector to increase
transparency in reporting sustainability data

● What steps can and should aspiring sustainable digital governments take, to reduce
their carbon and environmental footprint

● What scope is there for further international cooperation on this topic

Following approximately 30 minutes of structured discussions from the lead discussants, the
floor will be opened to reflections and Q&A from participants.

Moderator:
● Mattie Yeta

Invited Speaker:
● Dr. Rabih Bashroush, University of East London
● [TBC - IBM]

Participants:
● Soledad Reeve, Senior Advisor, Centre for Greening Government, Canada
● Lars Melsted, Chief Architect, Center for Technology and Data, Agency for Digitisation, Denmark
● Karen Marie Højgaard Østby, Office for Analysis and Policy, Agency for Digitisation, Denmark
● Sigrit Siht, Data Policy Advisor, Government CIO Office, Estonia
● Ms. Rachel Ran, ICT Authority, Israel
● Ms. Keren Katsir Stiebel, Head of International Relations, ICT Authority, Israel
● Colin Holden, General Manager System, Strategy and Initiatives, Department of

Internal Affairs, New Zealand
● Ana Sofia Mota, Director at the Public Administration’s Digital Competencies Centre

(ticAPP), Administrative Modernisation Agency, Portugal
● Laura Rodriguez, CTO Agesic, Uruguay
● Maximiliano Maneiro, Emerging Technologies Manager, Uruguay
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The Role of Digital Governments in Fostering an
Effective AI Assurance Ecosystem Internationally

In order to realise the collective goal of harnessing the potential global power of digital
technologies for the benefit of citizens, we need to develop and deploy AI in a way that is
trustworthy. To do this, we need to be able to provide evidence about AI systems, so that
those who want to adopt these technologies, and those affected by them, know that they are
trustworthy. Assurance covers a number of governance mechanisms for third parties to
develop trust in the compliance and risk of a system or organisation.

In the AI context, assurance tools and services are necessary to provide trustworthy
information about how a product is performing on issues such as fairness, safety or
reliability, and, where appropriate, ensuring compliance with relevant standards. However,
efforts around AI assurance are currently fragmented, both internationally and within the UK.

We have a window of opportunity to get this right. It will take an active and coordinated effort
from a range of actors, including digital governments. In this session, the UK’s Centre for
Data Ethics and Innovation will share insights from their experiences in developing an AI
assurance roadmap, which maps the current state of play of the UK ecosystem, and makes
recommendations as to how it should develop to enable organisations in the public and
private sector to innovate with confidence.

We will seek to address key questions including:
● How do we ensure that government decision makers have the right information to

make informed decisions about responsible deployment of AI systems?
● How do we support governments and their supply chains to provide reliable

information about the risks and performance of AI systems?
● How much can this be done in a cross-cutting way, or is it better to address individual

use cases or sectors?
● What is the role of standards in AI assurance? How can governments ensure the

right AI standards are being developed with the right content?

Moderator: Ghazi Ahamat, Team Lead at the Centre for Data Ethics and Innovation

Panelists:
● Jack Clark, Co-founder of Anthropic, Co-chair of the AI Index at Stanford University,

and Member of the Centre for Data Ethics and Innovation advisory board (UK)
● Ashley Casovan (Executive Director, Responsible AI Institute) (Canada)
● Kate MacDonald (Special Adviser Digital at Ministry of Business, Innovation and

Employment and New Zealand Government Fellow to the World Economic Forum)
and Tennille Maxey (Principal Policy Advisor, Stats NZ)

After the presentations, Digital Nations participants will be invited to share their perspectives
on the role of AI assurance in driving trustworthy adoption of AI, as well as the actions that
need to be taken by digital governments to build an AI assurance ecosystem internationally.

Useful background reading:
● The need for effective AI assurance
● User needs for AI assurance
● Types of assurance in AI and the role of standards
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Participants:
● Rasmus Lundgaard, Policy Officer, Office for Analysis and Policy, Agency for

Digitisation, Denmark: Rasmus Lundgaard and Christian Nicolai Larsen
● Christian Nicolai Larsen, Policy Officer, Center for technology and data, Agency for

Digitisation, Denmark
● Ott Velsberg, Government Chief Data Officer, Estonia
● Ms. Adi Cohen, Head of Data and Analytics, Digital Israel
● Ms. Moriya Zisovitch, Government Data Architect, ICT Authority, Israel
● Carlos Palomino, Director at the National Finance Office for Agricultural, Rural,

Forestry and Fisheries Development, Mexico
● Kate MacDonald, Special Advisor Digital, Ministry of Business, Innovation and

Employment, New Zealand
● Tennille Maxey, Principal Policy Advisor, Data System Leadership, Statistics New

Zealand
● António Soares, Digital Nations Working Groups ‘AI’ and ‘Data 360º’ participant, Data

Expert at the Digital Policies & Programs Unit, Administrative Modernisation Agency,
Portugal

● Dr. Kyoung Jin Choi, Professor, Department of law, Gachon University, Director of
Center for AI Data and Policy at Gachon University, Republic of Korea

● Laura Rodriguez, CTO Agesic, Uruguay
● Maximiliano Maneiro, Emerging Technologies Manager, Uruguay
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